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The polarization of conduction electrons due to s-d interaction in CuMn alloys is investigated. The
uniform polarization due to the 6rst order perturbed energy corresponding to the Frohlich-Nabarro and
Zener mechanism is shown to be completely modiied by the 6rst order perturbation of the wave functions
and the polarization is concentrated in the neighborhood of the Mn ions. At the same time it is shown that
the Frohlich-Nabarro interaction is included in the Ruderman-Kittel result as one component. The elec-
tronic g-value of Mn ions and the Knight shift of the Cu-nuclei are also discussed from this point of view.

I. INTRODUCTION
' PROBLEMS concerning the hyperfine interaction

between conduction electrons and nuclear spins in
metals were first treated by Frohlich and Nabarro. '
They investigated the uniform polarization of the con-
duction electrons due to the first-order perturbed
energy. Ruderman and KitteP and Bloembergen and
Rowland' treated the effect of the second order per-
turbation and explained the anomalous broadening of
the absorption line in the nuclear magnetic resonance in
metals by the indirect I I coupling arising from the
second order perturbation.

In transition metals and in alloys including transition
metal ions the interaction between the conduction
electrons and the d-electrons can be treated in a com-
pletely parallel way to the hyperfine interaction in
metals. Zener' proposed a mechanism of polarizing the
conduction electrons by the exchange interaction with
the d-electrons of the paramagnetic ions. This is the
mechanism due to the first order perturbation and
corresponds to the Frohlich-Nabarro treatment. In con-
nection with the problems of metallic ferromagnetism,
Kasuya' carefully investigated the interaction between
the conduction electrons and the localized d-electron
spins, including the second Order effect.

Recently, Owen, Browne, Knight, and Kittel' have
made experiments on the magnetic properties of Cu-Mn
alloy systems and have discussed the eR'ects of the
exchange interaction between the conduction s-electrons
and the localized d-electrons of the Mn ions. According
to their discussions, the first-order e6ect of the s-d

interaction corresponding to the Zener mechanism

should give rise to a large extra Knight shift of the Cu
nuclear spins and a large electronic g-value of the Mn

spins on account of the uniform polarization of the
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conduction electrons. The eBect of the uniform polari-
zation of the conduction electrons, however, has not
been observed in their experiments.

The purpose of the present paper is to investigate the
contribution of the second-order e6ect corresponding to
the Ruderman-Kittel mechanism to the hyperfine inter-
action in metals and its relation to the first order effect.
A partial solution of this problem can be found in
Kasuya's paper' though he did not explicitly mention
this problem.

On the other hand, according to the Friedel theorem
the perturbing potential due to the impurities added
in the metal is completely screened out except in the
neighborhood of the impurities. Friedel7 and Bloem-
bergen and Rowland' explained by this theorem that
the Knight shift of Tp" in Tl metal including less than
three percent tin is the same as that in pure Tl metal.

Recently Hart" also discussed the localization of
the polarization around the manganese atoms and
hence the absence of an additional copper Knight shift.
He pointed out that we must have a localization of
the polarization independent of the particular model
or mechanism envisaged. This follows directly from a
general result due to Friedel (when properly formu-
lated), and in fact the present calculation furnishes an
illuminating illustration of Friedel's result.

II. POLARIZATION OF CONDUCTION ELECTRONS

In this section we shall consider the polarization of
the conduction electrons due to the s-d exchange inter-
action. The Hamiltonian of the s-d interaction has been
given by Kasuya' and by Mitchell' as follows:

E 'gg gg. Q„—J(k-—k') exp[t'(k —k'). l„l
X ((as+*as+—as *a~)S.*

+as p*as S„+as *as+5„+}, (2.1)

where X is the total number of lattice points and
J(k—k') is the exchange integral between a conduction
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electron and the d-core spin of the Mn ion. The exchange integral may be written

t
e '(k "' R"pk *(r&)@~*(r2—R„)pk(r2)g~(r& —R„)

J(k—k') =E d7 12) (2.2)

where k and k' are the wave vectors of the conduction
electron, R„represents the position of the Mn ion and
S„represents its spin operator. ak~* and uk+ are the
creation and annihilation operators for the electrons
with wave vector k and + or —spin.

The s axis is taken as the axis of quantization of the
electron spins and the state of the system is specified

by giving the number of electrons of each spin for
each value of k. The s-d interaction expressed by (2.1)
has the following diagonal element:

—X-(J(0)(~,—~ )P.S. , (2.3)

where e+ and e represent the total number of electrons
of + and —spin. This diagonal energy becomes lower
as e+—e increases, and tends, therefore, to polarize
the conduction electrons.

The Fermi energies for electrons with + and —spins
are given by

Ey+ (k'/2')k ——+'TS 'J(0)Q„S„z, (2.4)

where k + are, respectively, the maximum wave
vectors of + and —spins and they are related to e+
by the following equations:

The polarization expressed by (2.11) is that given by
Frohlich and Nabarro' and Zener. 4 Here it should be
noted that this polarization arising from the 6rst-order
perturbation of the energy is proportional to E 'J(0)/E~
and, as will be shown below, that from the first-order
perturbation of the wave function has the same order
of magnitude. The first-order energy including the
change of the kinetic energy is given by

—(3~/2E~) L& 'J(o)Z- S-'7. (2.13)

This energy is proportional to L1V 'J(0)j'/E~, and has
the same order as the second order perturbed energy.

Next, we shall calculate the change of the density of
the + and —spins due to the first-order perturbation
of the wave function. The erst-order perturbed wave
function of the conduction electron is given by

4k =4k'+2 4'k ' ~

With the use of (2.1) as X and approximating pk' with
the plane wave (1/V)**e'"', we obtain

N~= (V/6m')k +'. (2 5)

Now let us denote the maximum wave vector for the
unpolarized state by k and the total number of elec-
trons by 2e=e++e Then we. have

2m

k2

J(k—k')
X 'Q' Q ez(k—k') Rz

k2 —k'2-

X{~S.A +'+S.+0"+), (2.15)

If we put

we get

e= (V/6s')k '.

k +=k &6k,

(2 6)

(2.7)

where + and —express the plus and minus spins,
respectively, and the prime attached to the summation
means to exclude the term k=k'. The densities of &
spins can be obtained by calculating the quantities

Eg+=E)&2Er(hk/k )%1V 'J(0)Q„S„', (2.8)

where E~ represents the Fermi energy of the un-

polarized spin system. Similarly we obtain, for e+
and e,

~,=n~3n(~k/k ).
hk is determined by the condition that E~+ and E~
should be equal to each other. This gives

Ak/k = [1V 'J(0)/2']Q„S„'. (2.10)

4 k+ 4'k+

by means of (2.15) as follows:

1 k„+ 2m k„+ J(k—k')
) ~(r) =—Z + & ' Z Z'

V k Vh' " "' k' —k"

{e((k k') ~ (r—R„)—+e z(k k') (r R—z))—S z —(2 16)Inserting (2.10) into (2.9) we obtain the following
expression for e+.

e+ e& (3n/2E~——)X 'J(0)Q„S„*.
The first term in (2.16) is written with the use of (2.11)

(2 11) as

The change of the total kinetic energy is given by

AE= (E)/6e) (n~ e)' — (2.12)
km 1 1 3S—Q =—eg= —n& E 'J(0)Q S„* . (2.17)

V " V V 2'
The result (2.11) can also be obtained by ininimizing

the sum of (2.3) and (2.12) with respect to (n~—e ). Now we put k—k'=(1 and, when we perform an
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2m V 4k„+'—q' 2k„++q
Z'I(q) k ++ ln

VEA'16m' & 4q
1 4(3e)'

p+(r) =—~— I(0)X-
V V Eq

2k +—
q

{o(&i (r Rn)+&—(q ~ (r—Rn))S z

integration over k, the second terms in (2.16) become decreases near q=2k, and putting J(q)f(q)=27(0) for
q(2k„and J(q) f(q) =0 for q) 2k„, we obtain

Here, if we consider the relation (2.6), (2.16) can be
written as

and
4k '—q' 2k +q

f(q) = 1+ ln
4k q 2k —

q

(2.19)

We have neglected the difference between k + and k
in f(q) In the .expression (2.18), the second term is the
polarization coming from the first-order perturbation
of the energy and it is uniform over the metal. The
third term comes from the first-order perturbation of
the wave function and has the same order of magnitude
as the second term.

The term q=0 which is omitted from the summation
of the third term can easily be shown to be just equal
to the second term because f(0) is equal to 2. Therefore,
we finally obtain

e 13nS '
p+(r) =—+-— 2 J(q)f(q)

V 8Eg V a

zP(&( (r—Rn)+o—
&&i (r—Rn)] (2 20)

where the summation should be taken over all q-values
including q=0. We wish to emphasize that the expres-
sion (2.20) includes both the first order effect con-
sidered by Frohlich and Nabarro and the second order
effect considered by Ruderman and Kittel.

Here, if we put J(q)=const, we can perform the
integration over q in (2.20) as

I() ' Q f(q)e''R=(24r(e)/Ã—)F(2k R)& (2.21)

F(x)= (1/x') (x cosx—sinx),

and we obtain

(2.22)

e 1 (3e)'
p~(r)= —W— 2rrj(0)X 'P FL2k )r—R )]S„'.

V V Eg n

(2.23)

Equation (2.22) is the same as the function obtained
by Ruderman and Kittel. This expression becomes
infinite as r tends to E„.This is due to the approxima-
tion of I(q) = constant. In actuality, I(q) would
decrease with q. Noting that the function f(q) abruptly

n 3s1 13nE '
pg(r) =—& —N' 'J(0) Q S„*+——

V 2' V 8' V

Xp& J(q) f(q)+{8&q ~ (r—Rn)+8 (q ~ (r—Rn)}S z (2 18)

III. EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN OF Cu-NUCLEAR
SPIN AND Mn-ELECTRONIC SPIN SYSTEM

In the preceding section, it has been shown that the
uniform polarization of the electron spins due to the
first-order perturbation of the energy is completely
modified by the perturbation of the wave function and
the polarization is concentrated in the vicinity of the
impurity center. In this section we shall derive the
effective Hamiltonian of the spin system consisting of
Mn-d core spins and Cu-nuclear spins.

Now taking the s-axis as the direction of the magnetic
Geld, the total Hamiltonian for this spin system can be
written as follows:

', ao 2 P,IIo, gP,-II Q—„S„' g—~/3~II Q„I '—
—g-'P» P». J(k—k') expLi(k —k').R.]
X{(ak+ a»+ a&' ak——)Sn'—

+a»+*a» S„+a» *a»+S„+)

+-',S 'P» P» A(k —k') expt'i(k —k') R ]
X{(a».+*a»+ a» *a» )I„'—

+a» + a»—In +a» —a»+In+). (3.1)

Here, 0, is twice the s-component of the total spin of
the conduction electrons and is equal to n+.—m and the
erst term represents the change of the kinetic energy
of the free electrons. The quantity a is given by

a =Eg/3n (3.2)

I represents the nuclear spin operator of Cu and the

X&.»- Ir —R-IF L2k. )
r—R„)]S„. (2.24)

This p has a finite value at r=R„. The polarization
given by (2.23) and (2.24) oscillates and rapidly
vanishes as r—E„ tends to in6nity. Therefore, the
polarization of the conduction electrons is concentrated
in the neighborhood of the impurity center and the
uniform polarization given by Frohlich and Nabarro'
is completely modified.

In the next section we shall give a formal discussion
of the copper nuclear resonance, but already we can see
qualitatively at this stage that there will be no addi-
tional Knight shift as expected by Owen et al. The
Knight shift for a copper nucleus is proportional to
Dp= p+—p at the nucleus and since the polarization of
the conduction band is localized there is no additional
contribution to Ap (besides the Pauli spin paramagnetic
effect) at a copper nucleus far away from the manganese
atoms.
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second, the third and the fourth terms in the first line
are the Zeeman energy of the conduction electrons,
Mn-spins and Cu-nuclear spins, respectively. The fifth
term expresses the s-d interaction given by (2.1), and
the sixth term represents the hyper6ne interaction
between conduction electrons and Cu-nuclear spins.

The diagonal energy of (3.1) is given by

-'2agz2 —o,gzH+N —'J(0)Q S '—-'N 'A (0)pm Iz*j

gP,H —Q„S„* gr;PrrH—Qz Iz'. (3.3)

The s-component of the total spin of conduction elec-
trons 20-, can now be determined by minimizing the
diagonal energy (3.3) with respect to o. as follows:

1
o,=—LN 'J(0)Q„S„' ,'N 'A—(0-)Q„I„'+P,Hj.

This polarization 0, corresponds to the uniform polari-
zation due to the Frohlich-Xabarro mechanism. In-
serting (3.4) into (3.3), we get the first order perturbed
energy as

1 1
P2H2 N—2J(0)2(g S z)2 N—2A2(0)(g I z)2

2C 28 Su

for k& k . Then we have

2m km

Hs. e&2&= N-2 P P'g P I
J(l —k')

jP k 0 k'=0 n m

expLi(k —k') R jX— zg z

p pI2

2m km

+ N-' Z 2 2 Zl J(k-k') I'
k=o k'=0 n m

exp/i(k —k') R.„)
X— 2(S 'S *+S "S "). (3.7)e—u'2

Integrating with respect to k and keeping k —k'= q
constant, (3.7) becomes

3n
N-'(E Z'I J(q) I'f(q)e""--S S

4+fg nm q

+p p~ J(q) ~'f(q)e' q'"""( S„*S*+S„"S")). (3.8)
nm q

This expression has been obtained by Kasuya. '
Similarly we obtain the I I interaction and I.S

interaction as follows:

1
+—N 2J(0)A(0)(Q„S„'Q I *)

2Q

1
gP H+ N'J (0)P.H— Q S„'

3n
Hr r(2) N —2(Q Q A(q)2f(q)eiq ~ RzmI zI z

16' nm q

+P P A(q)2f(q)eiq ~ Rzm(I zI z+I uI w))
nm q

(3.9)

grrPrrH N'A(O)P. H Q——I *. (3.5)
2g

The calculation for the second order perturbed energy
can be performed along the same line as in Kasuya's
paper. ' In our case, however, the second order terms
consist of three parts, the 6rst comes from the s-df

interactions alone, the second from the s-I interaction
alone and the third from the cross term of these two
kinds of interactions. We shall begin with the first part.
This part II8. ~(2) is expressed as

expLi(k —k') R„g
He s"'=N-' 2 Z 2 2 I

I(k—k')
I

'
kI n m (I22/2222) (k2 —k")

exp/i(k —k') R ]+N-' 2 E 2 2 I
J(k—k') I'

m m (I2'/2222) (k' —k")

X{f (&)P f+(&')jS.-+S;—
+f+(&)L1—f (&')3S=S-'), (3 6)

, where the primed summation P' over k for the 2 com-
ponent means to exclude k=k'. In ordinary tempera-
ture, the Fermi distribution function for + and
spins f+(k) can be put equal to 1 for k(k and zero

3n
Hr. e&'&=+ N '(p p'A(q)J(q)f(q)e'q'"" I 'S '

nm q

+Z 2 A (q)J(q)f(q)
nm q

Xe'q'R""(I *S +I "S ")). (3.10)

In these three expressions, the summation with a prime
does not include q= 0. The q= 0 terms become just
equal to the second, third, and fourth terms in (3.5)
which come from the first order perturbation of the
energy. Thus, we obtain as the total energy up to the
second order

1
P,2H2 gP,H+ N—'J—(0)P H—Q S *—

28 8 n

1
PrrH N iA(0)PH P I z—

2Q n

3n
N-' 2 Z J(q)'f(q)e""""(S- S-)

nm q

3n
@T 2g g A (q)2f(q)eiq—.Rzm(I I )

nm q

3n
+ N ' 2 2 A (q)J(q)f(q)

nm q

Xe'q '-(I„S„). (3.11)
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Here, the first-order energy has been combined with
the second-order energy as the q=0 term of the Fourier
components. This corresponds to the fact that the
uniform polarization due to the first-order perturbation
of the energy has been modi6ed by the first-order per-
turbation of the wave function as seen before. (3.11)
represents the effective Hamiltonian for the spin
system. There, the first term expresses the energy
decrease due to the polarization of the conduction
electrons by the external 6eld. The second and the
third terms give the Zeeman energy of Mn-spins and
and Cu-nuclear spins, respectively. Each of them
consists of two parts; one comes from the external 6eld
and the other comes from the polarization of the con-
duction electrons. This part has a close analogy with
the orbital contribution for the g-value of the para-
magnetic ions in the crystalline held. The last three
parts of (3.11) express the indirect interactions among
Mn spins and Cu-nuclear spins. If we neglect the
q-dependence of J (q) and A (q) in these terms, we can
perform the summation with respect to q and we obtain

(3e) ' 2s
~

—
~

—J(o)2 g E(2k„E„.)(S„S.)
nm

(36) 2

A(o) P E(2k~„„)(I„I„)
(1V ) 2'

f 3B) 2s'—
~

—
~

—A(0)J(0)g F(2k„k„)(I„S„). (3.12)Ig) E, nm

The second interaction is the Ruderman-Kittel inter-
action. Here it should be emphasized that the Ruder-
man-Kittel interaction given by (3.12) is all that should
be considered, the Frohlich-Nabarro interaction being
only a part of the former interaction. In this sense the
Zener theory of ferromagnetism in metals is incomplete
and it is to be regarded as a limiting case in which the
Fourier coefficient of the exchange integral J(q) has a
finite value only in the vicinity of q=0.

Ag= (3e/Ef)1V 'J(0). (4 1)

Using the values of Ey=1.1&10 " erg for pure copper
and J(0)=3.5X10 "erg for a free Mn+ ion' we obtain
hg/g=2. 4X10 '. This is somewhat larger than the
experimental value. "However, this is independent of
temperature and the external 6eld and seems to be

I

IV. ELECTRONIC g-VALUE OF Mn IONS AND
Cu-NUCLEAR KNIGHT SHIFT

From (3.11) we can see that the deviation of the
g-value of the Mn ions from that of free ions becomes

consistent with the experiment considering the approxi-
mation used here.

The deviation of the g-value from 2 found in ferro-
magnetic metals has 6rst been explained in terms of the
s-d interaction by Kittel and Mitchell. " From our
standpoint, this deviation of the g-value is also given
by (4.1) and it is independent of both temperature and
microwave frequency.

The nuclear Knight shift of Cu is given by

2 H/H= —(3n/2') lV 'A (0)P,/gNP~. (4.2)

This expression coincides with the ordinary Knight
shift in pure copper. Besides this, the nuclear spin is
subjected to the additional internal field arising from
the indirect I S interaction presented by the last term
of (3.12). This internal field is expressed as

~
(5,) ~

(3n) ' 2~
AH= —

~

—
~

—A(0)J(0)g P(2k~. ), (4.3)
g+ppT LX ) Ef m

where the electronic Bohr magneton is negative and the
average of 5, becomes negative. This field decreases as
1/E ' as the position of Cu departs from the Mn ion.
This is due to the fact that the polarization of con-
duction electrons is concentrated near the impurity Mn
ion. Therefore, for almost all the Cu-nuclei in the very
dilute Cu-Mn alloy the polarization of the conduction
electrons is ineGective: only the Cu-nuclei situated in
the neighborhood of a Mn-ion are subjected to a 6nite
eGective field due to the electronic polarization. For a
face-centered cubic lattice, (4.3) becomes negative for
nearest neighbor distance and positive for the next
nearest neighbors. Thus, we expect that the center of
the nuclear resonance line does scarcely shift from that
for pure copper and that the line shape becomes asym-
metric. The first moment of the resonance hne can
easily be calculated and it becomes negative. This fact
seems to be related to the slight diamagnetic shift found
by the experiment. The line breadth due to this kind
of the indirect S I interaction has been calculated by
Behringer" and he obtained reasonable agreement with
the experimental value. He also calculated a histogram
and found that the center of the peak shows scarcely
any shift.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The uniform polarization of the conduction electrons
due to the exchange interaction with the Mn ions
expected by the Frohlich-Nabarro and Zener mechanism
is strongly inQuenced by the 6rst order perturbation of
the wave function corresponding to the Ruderman-
Kittel mechanism and it is concentrated around the
Mn ions. Corresponding to this situation, the Frohlich-
Nabarro interaction is completely included in the
Ruderman-Kittel result. This point of view is corrobo-

' Owen, Browne, Arp, and Kip, Phys, Chem. Solids (to be
published).

"C. Kittel and A. H. Mitchell, Phys. Rev. 101, 1611 (1956)."R.Behringer, Phys. Chem. Solids (to be published).
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rated by the fact that the experimental results on the
electronic

4K,
-value of the Mn ions and the Knight shift

of the Cu-nuclei can be qualitatively accounted for.
However, there still remain dificult problems con-

cerning the properties shown by Cu-Mn alloys. The
important one is that of the antiferromagnetic transi-
tion. The writer believes that the essential interaction
between Mn spins is the Ruderman-Kittel interaction.
A difficulty lies in the statistical problem concerning the
dilute and randomly distributed spin system. Another

difhculty which is more essential is in calculating the
actual q-dependence of J(q). The positive paramagnetic
Curie temperature and the occurrence of the antiferro-
magnetic ordering may be explained by the special
q-dependence of J(q).
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Photoconduction in KBr and KI Containing F Centers*
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Photoconductivity in potassium bromide and potassium iodide containing F centers has been investigated
at 80'K. The product of the quantum yield and unit range has been measured over the spectral range from
2.0 to 5,8 ev with F-center concentrations between 10" and 10" cm '. Evidence is presented that the
mechanism for the production of photoelectrons depends upon the photon energy and the concentration of
F centers. Two mechanisms for the production of photoelectrons are suggested by the data: the ionization
of F centers by excitons and direct optical ionization of F centers.

INTRODUCTION

HE pure alkali halides do not exhibit photocon-
ductivity but the absorption of photons by E

centers in these crystals excites an internal photo-
current. ' ' Taft and Apker have shown that the absorp-
tion of photons by the first fundamental band which
lies near 2000 A will yield photoemission from the alkali
halides if Ii centers are preserve 'it appears tha. t photon
absorption by the 6rst fundamental band produces an
excited nonconducting state of the crystal and that the
excitons can ionize Ii centers.

These experiments suggest that phofoconductieify
occurs in alkali halides containing F centers on irradia-
tion in the 6rst fundamental absorption band. The
present experiments investigate the dependence of this
process on the energy of the absorbed photon and the
concentration of Ii centers. Additional information has

*Partially supported by the OfFice of Scientific Research,
U. S. Air Force and the OfFice of Naval Research, Department
of the Navy.

' A. Smakula, Z. Physik 63, 763 (1930).
'N. Mott and R. Gurney, Electronic I'henomena in Ionic

Crystals (Oxford University Press, New York, 1940), Chap. IV.
'K. Taft and L. Apker, Phys. Rev. 79, 964 (1950); 81, 698

(1951);82, 814 (1951);SB, 479 (1951);J. Chem. Phys. 20, 1648
(1952).

been obtained concerning the origin of the photocon-
ductivity excited by irradiation in the spectral region
occupied by the high-energy tail of the F band. 4

MATERIALS

Potassium bromide and potassium iodide crystals
were obtained from the Harshaw Chemical Company.
Potassium iodide crystals were also grown by the
Kyropoulos method from Baker's Analyzed Grade of
the salt. Thallium absorption bands at 285 and 236 mp
were observed in the Harshaw potassium iodide at
80'K. The concentration of thallium was estimated as
approximately one part per million. The thallium
absorption bands were not detectable in the home
grown potassium iodide crystals. The photoconductive
behavior of the two types of potassium iodide crystals
was similar.

E-CENTER PREPARATION

Ii centers were prepared by heating the crystals for
12 hours in potassium vapor. The temperature of the
crystals was 570'C and the desired vapor pressure of
potassium was obtained by maintaining the tempera-

4 J. Oberly and E. Burstein, Phys. Rev. 79, 905 (1950).


